Guardian cryptic crossword No 27,853 set by Tramp

Across
1 Is Mr Potato Head to cry around fellow citizens? (11)
9 Punished American getting drugs out of back of German car (7)
10 Current cup holder to follow victory: change pitch with this? (7)
11 Close arguments with these? Draws lots, randomly (4,5)
12 Tips from Tom Hanks: film a character (5)
13 Note: does have chest bug (4)
14 Plan mother’s time at home with daughter (10)
16 One can’t keep away from lad reversing one yard in front of driver pulling over (4,6)
19 Toy Story’s endless love (4)
21 Party girl mostly first to act badly (5)
22 Does press put English into old page with changes? (6)
24 Part of online Visa verification for review: it’s not straightforward (7)
25 Completely clear, England captain dismissed (4,3)
26 Marriage wreckers: losers settled with these? (11)

Down
1 Fantastic actresses earn it with few lines? (6-9)
2 One might talk through bill with account in the morning recalled (5)
3 Land with short pointer pointing up (7)
4 Once more see on TV: is broadcasting featuring one? (7)
5 They go around with gold teeth (8)
6 Actors follow these in Toy Story, initially categorised for animation (5,10)
7 Ultimately Sheriff Woody in film’s dead (6)
8 Firm returned sketch for Jessie (6)
15,16 Partner in, Mrs out: Bo Peep going out (8,6)
17 Animals run out with energy, rolling over grass (3,4)
18 Parking over space at the front, show around shops (7)
20 Starts playing scenes (6)
23 Buzz Lightyear’s back, ready to entertain (5)
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